ENGLISH

- English for All - Book 3 by Narinesingh & Seetahal - Maraj - Datazone Publ. Co. Ltd.
- Shakespeare’s Plays - A Dramatic Anthology for Lower Secondary - Tan Yamin Ali – Caribbean Educational Publishers (From Form Two).
- Animal Farm by George Orwell - Heinemann/Longman/Penguin.
- A Compilation of Poetry and Drama (From Form 2).

FRENCH

- Expo 2 Rouge by Jon Meier & Gill Ramage – Heinemann (From Form 2).

GEOGRAPHY

- Caribbean Environmental Geography for Lower Secondary School by Vohn Rahil – Caribbean Educational Publishers. - (From Form 2)
- Geographical Skills for Secondary Schools Lower Level by Dindial Selochan - World Class Printing Service (From Form 2).

HISTORY

- CXC Study Guide Caribbean History for CSEC by Dr. Deane Morton-Gittens – Oxford University Press.

MATHEMATICS

- Geometry Set, Graph Book, 30cm ruler & Scientific Calculator.

MUSIC

- Master Theory Workbook Grade 3 by Charles Peter & Paul Yoder.
- An instrument of choice (From Forms One and Two).
- 1 pair of Tenor Pan Sticks (From Forms One & Two).

BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY & PHYSICS


SPANISH

SOCIAL STUDIES


PHYSICAL EDUCATION

- Physical Education Workbook Theory and Practical by Omari G. (From Forms One and Two).

VISUAL ARTS

Drawing

- Sketch Pad (14”x17”).
- Blank Art Journal (5½” x 8”).
- 6B Drawing Pencil.
- Sharpener.
- Charcoal Pencil Medium (3).
- Blending Stick.
- Kneadable Eraser.
- White Eraser.
- Tracing Paper.
- Micron Pen .05
- Reeves Oil Pastel (12 pack).

Painting and Mixed Media

- Reeves Acrylic 12 pack.
- Assorted Brush Set.
- Palette.
- Tracing Paper.
- 1 Rag.
- 1 Container for water.

Sculpting

- Local Potter’s Clay.
- Clay Tools (1 set).

(Art supplies are available at Arnim’s Framing Solutions, 27 Tragarete Road, POS)

GENERAL

❖ QRC-branded Face Masks - Available at the College - Solid blue $25.00 & Two-toned $30.00.
❖ QRC Notepads (For submission of assignments and exams) – On sale at the College.
❖ 1 Ream of White Copy Paper 8½”x 11½” or $35.00 – Must be handed in to Form Teacher on the first day of school.
❖ General stationery: pens, pencils, ruler, eraser, etc.
❖ One notebook is required for each subject area.
❖ 2 Blue Legal-size folders.